


Host norm says:
Last Time on ACTD: U.S.S. Huron

Host norm says:
While on routine patrol of the Delta-5 salvage yard, the crew of  the Huron discovered a plot to steal salvage.  After an intense firefight, the Huron stands ready to uncover the plot

Host norm says:
**********Resume Game**********

CMO_Khora says:
::leaves quarters and enters TL::

CTO-James says:
@::Is checking security protcols aboard the dry dock and logs::

Host norm says:
<ACTION> A phaser blast strikes out as the errant torpedo impacts a salvage ships hull.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::is intentlty watching sensors as he braces for impact::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::after diarming the torpedo walks back to the bridge::

FCO-Mara says:
::braces for impact::

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Get us away from the shock wave of that blast...

CMO_Khora says:
Self: Where is that new MO?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::still on the bridge::

Host norm says:
<ACTION>The wreck is pulverized, throwing metal particles and a shock wave towards the Huron.

CMO_Khora says:
::grumbles to himself::

Host CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Brace yourselves...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::flies 6 feet across the bridge::

CTO-James says:
@::Braces for shockwave:: *ALL*:Brace for shockwave! ::Over the com on the drydock::

FCO-Mara says:
::Moving ship away from blast:

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::grabs science station as shock wave hits::

CMO_Khora says:
TL: sickbay.

Host norm says:
ACTION: The wave hits, buffeting the ship.

CMO_Khora says:
TL: Emergency stop!

TO_Lori says:
::Enters bridge from TL, holding on to the doorway from the wave::

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Status...?

CEO_McAndrews says:
::slams into wall::

CMO_Khora says:
::braces against the wall::

Host norm says:
ACTION: The drydock is peppered with debris.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: It appeared to buffeting the ship.

CTO-James says:
@COM *Huron*: Are you ok?

CMO_Khora says:
::is thrown to opposite wall of TL::

CMO_Khora says:
::taps comm badge::

TO_Lori says:
::Brushes a strand of hair from her face and moves to the CO::  CO: TO Jackson reporting for duty sir.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::gets up and walks back to the Bridge::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::barely gets back up:: *ENG*: Damage report?

Host CO_Braun says:
*CTO*:  WE appear to be fine.  What is your situation...?

CMO_Khora says:
CO: Everything ok, captain?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::thrown back hard, but manages to maintain a grip on the science station and retain his footing::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: You alright?

Host CO_Braun says:
CMO:  So far as I know.  Any casualties..?

CTO-James says:
@COM *CO*: We have taken the drydock and secured it.  Plus we have 3 prisoners in the brig sir.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Report to the TAC station, Ms. Jackson..

CEO_McAndrews says:
*EO*:I'm fine I'll be there in a second.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CO: I thought only shuttles flew!!

TO_Lori says:
::Nods to the CO and moves to Tac1::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::begins checking sensor arrays::  CO: the salvage hulk had been obliterated

CMO_Khora says:
*CO*: Not as yet, captain. Standby.

CMO_Khora says:
TL: Resume.

TO_Lori says:
::Runs tactical scans of the station and the area::

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Any other activity in the salvage yard...?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Incoming message from CTO.

CMO_Khora says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks into the bridge towards the captain::

CTO-James says:
@COM *CO*: I have found some very intersting weapons on the terriost.

Host CO_Braun says:
COM*CTO* Really?  What would that be...?

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Where is our new MO, Kim? Wasn't he supposed to be here today?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::notices CEO and still shaking is head and checking self::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scans salvage yard::

Host Colter says:
<ACTION> Inside the brig, Colter paces and tests the forcefield.

CTO-James says:
@COM *CO*: Comperssion phaser rifles sir.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Any idea why this "torp" got stuck?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  No further activity noted in the shipyard....

CEO_McAndrews says:
CO: Captain who installed the torpedo.

CTO-James says:
@::Begins to run sensor sweeps of the ship yard from the drydock::

Host CO_Braun says:
CEO:  This ship was recently refitted and entered into service... we'll will have to check the logs of the shipyard...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::notices warp signatures enetering system::  CO:  I am detecting several warp signatures now entering the system.

TO_Lori says:
CO: As am I sir

Host CO_Braun says:
CEO:  Consult with StarBase 71 when we return...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  They are Federation Peregrine-class fighters

TO_Lori says:
::scans the signatures::

CTO-James says:
@COM *CO*: Shall I intergate the prisoners sir.  Or should I wait for you to be present?

CEO_McAndrews says:
CO:Captain there was a wrench in the tube.  We could have been killed.  It was not starbase .

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Track them... hail them as well...

TO_Lori says:
::Nods, and continues scans on the ships, and opens hailing frequencies::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Incoming message from CTO.

Host CO_Braun says:
COM: CTO:  Interregate them if you wish...?  Do you need additional security teams beamed to your location...?

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim>::shrugs, standing before the trolley, replacing instruments::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CO: Permission to report to Sick Bay Sir.

Host CO_Braun says:
EO:  Granted...

CTO-James says:
@COM *CO*: No sir.  I shall intergate the prisoners and report to you as soon as I get more information.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::nods at CO and painfuly walks to TL::

CMO_Khora says:
::looks around him, then turns to Nurse Kim::

TO_Lori says:
::Scans the ships closer as they come into range, continuing to Hail them::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: I am also detecting a residual warp signature from a vessel which left the station during our torpedo scare.

Host Colter says:
 ::Stops and stares at the forcefield::

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Where are my gloves? I left them just here earlier..

Host CO_Braun says:
COM:  *CTO* Very well, Mr. James, we appear to have our hands full up here...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
TL: Sick Bay.

CTO-James says:
@::Leaves the dry dock station command center and proceeds to the birg::

CMO_Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> ::laughs and shakes her head::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks to the engineering bay::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::runs scans to determine projected course of ship that left station::

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Plot an intercept on the lead ship...

Host Colter says:
<Tane>:COM:Huron: Huron, this is Captain Tane of the 101st fighter wing.  We we scrambled to your position. Do you need assistance?

CTO-James says:
@::Enters the TL:: Computer: Deck 9 brig.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::exits TL and after a few steps painfuly enters sick bay then falling unconcious on the floor::

CTO-James says:
@::Arrives on deck 9 and exits TL and proceeds to brig::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Seeing that the fighters are ours, I recommend that we attempt to locate the ship that just left the salvage yard station

FCO-Mara says:
CO: ETA to lead ship five minutes.

TO_Lori says:
::Turns her scans to the ship that recently left::

Host CO_Braun says:
COM: *Tane*  Captain Tane, we are tracking three unidentified ships... preparing to engage... would you like to close the back door for them...?  :: smiles::

CMO_Khora says:
::runs to EO, lifting him easily in his arms and placing him on a biobed::

CTO-James says:
@::enters brig:: Prisoners: Now who are you working for and why are you trying to steal these ships?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Mark, what happened? ::turns to Nurse Kim, gesturing for the trolley::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Try warning them off... let them know that we will shoot...

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, I'm barely picking up the ship that just left the station.  It's towards Gorn Space

CEO_McAndrews says:
::walks into engineering checking damage::

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Mark, can you hear me?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::opens an eye:: CMO: Where am I?

Host Colter says:
<Tane>:COM:*CO*:Absolutely, Captain.  And we thought were were on R&R.::laughs::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Visual in two minute sir?

CMO_Khora says:
::retrieves a tricorder, scanning with the small sensor:: EO: You are in sickbay. You passed out.

TO_Lori says:
::nods and fires a warning shot off the port side of the lead ship::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: How stupid can a human get?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  There are no other fighters besides the 101st...according to my scans.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
TO:  why are we firing at our own fighters?

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  How about the other ships... what are we looking at...?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: You have suffered a major blow to the shoulder and you may have sprained your left wrist. Lay still, please.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*CMO*:Hows my EO.

CTO-James says:
@Prisoner: Well that is up to you to tell me or Star Fleet security.  And I don't think you want to speak to them.  Just make it easy on yourself and tell me why?

Host Colter says:
@::places hands on hips::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  no other ships in the immediate area...recommend tracking the last ship to leave the statiooon....this area is secure.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: I think I broken a rib as well...

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Are you in pain?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Does this hurt....?

CMO_Khora says:
::presses firmly against EO's ribs::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Break off from those three... track the one heading to Gorn space...

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Lay in a pursuit course...

TO_Lori says:
CO: Aye sir ::Tracks the faint warp signature::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Laying in pursuit course.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: OUCH!!! ::grins at CMO::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Go home to your soft bed.  I've no time for you.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
:: checks projected course again::  CO: sir, the ship is headed towards Gorn space just outside the Federation

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: You can make this a whole lot easier on yourself if you just tell me what I want to know.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Coordinate your track with Miss Hewitt...

CMO_Khora says:
::remains emotionless::

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Yes, it seems you are right. 

TO_Lori says:
::Nods, and coordinates sensor data with FC::

CMO_Khora says:
:;retrieves a hypospray from trolley::

Host Colter says:
@::looks CTO square in the eyes::CTO:Have you ever been a slave?

FCO-Mara says:
::gets sensor data from TO::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: Easy on the ribs. You know you could smile a bit more. ::grins again::

CMO_Khora says:
EO: This sedative will remove the pain, but you must continue to lay as still as possible for a few minutes.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Has that ship entered Gorn space...?

Host Colter says:
<Tane>COM:*CO*: Captain, we'll establish a perimeter around the yard.  You are free for pursuit.

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Well I guess you don't want to talk then.  So I guess I can have you transported to a Federation prison colony.  Where you will stay for 30 to 50 years.  Unless you talk now.

CMO_Khora says:
::administers hypspray, replacing it back on the trolley and removing another tool::

Host CO_Braun says:
COM*Tane* Thank you, Captain Tane...

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Yes I have.  Under the Cardissians.  ::Grits his teeth::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::finds a damaged plasma conduit and starts repairs::

CMO_Khora says:
EO: I am glad you are enjoying this, Mark. Grin if you like. How did it happen?

TO_Lori says:
::scans the signature to see if it has crossed border::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Answer my question, boy. Have you ever been a slave?  How do you feel about snakes.....

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: So Doc, how long you been doing this? First time I see a Klingon Doctor.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  What are the specifications of that ship...?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
:: continues scans as Huron pursues the mystery ship::

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, the trail is still faint, but I believe it has, or may soon cross

CTO-James says:
@Prisoner: I have answered your question.  So why don't you answer mine.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  What ships do the Gorn have in the area...?

Host Colter says:
@::turns his back::

TO_Lori says:
::Scans long range, and cross refrences it with the last SF prob data::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scans ship:: CO:  My scans show it to be a small runabout size craft...design is Gorn.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*CMO*:Hows my EO?

Host CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  An act of war, would you say...?

TO_Lori says:
CO: No Gorn ships in Long or Short Sensor range sir

CTO-James says:
@Prisoner: The Cardissians where much more ruthless than the Federation is.  So if you talk then I just might be able to help you.  And if you don't then its 30 to 50 years of your life that you will waste away.  So what shall it be?

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  How close are we...?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Klingon medicine is not as advanced as Starfleet, hence my enlistment with the Federation. The Klingon philosophy is that if a man is to die from his wounds, he should do so in honor, as is befitting of a warrior.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Though, there are a few small words that haven't been charted

Host Colter says:
@CTO: I don't have time for questions.  My people are suffering!

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  not necessarily an act of war, sir.  Could be one renagade..considereing it is only a small ship

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Fair enough...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: Am I dying?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Klingons do not have as much need of doctors as humans do. ::begins to heal the broken rib::

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Then why don't you tell what your problem is and maybe the Federation will help you.

CMO_Khora says:
EO: I doubt it.

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Push it to maximum warp...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: Considering current relations with the Gorn, and the conditions involved in our pursuit, I recommend we remain in pursuit

CTO-James says:
@::Begins to pace back and forth::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Your Federation has forgotten about us.  We never existed to them.

TO_Lori says:
::coordinates Long and Short range sensor sweeps with CSO and FCO::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Maximum warp Aye sir.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: I'm ticklish...stop that!

CMO_Khora says:
::frowns at the EO slightly, before replacing the tool on the trolley, and turning to Nurse Kim::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: Are you done? I need to get back to engineering quickly.

TO_Lori says:
::concentrates on the warp trial as it gets stronger::

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners:Look now that is why we are here.  The Federation has had some problems of its own that it had to handle.  Now if you just talk to me and tell what it is I'll speak to my CO and maybe we can get the Federation to look into it.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, the warp  signature is getting stronger.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: ETA about 20 minutes sir.

Host Colter says:
@::looks CTO in the eyes again:: CTO: Have you ever been a slave, afraid for your life..your family's lives...

CMO_Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Get me two mils of theratone.

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Just a moment...

Host Colter says:
@CTO: They're cold...inhumane...not like us.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  When we get close enough fire on their engines...

CTO-James says:
@Priosners: Yes I have.  I've lost my family and friends.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Aye sir

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Who is?

TO_Lori says:
::continues scanning the signature looking for a target::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: ::starts to get up:: I'm fine..thanks but i need to get back to work.

Host Colter says:
@CTO: The Gorn.

CMO_Khora says:
::injects the Theratone, using the hypospray:: EO: This will allow your ribs to heal quicker than normal, and will stop you feeling pain once the sedative wears off.

Host Colter says:
@CTO: We fight the Gorn.  We fight for freedom.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::continuing scans::  CO: sir, the ship has entered a system and we have lost its signal

CMO_Khora says:
EO: You may return to duty, but if you feel any more pain, come see me.

CTO-James says:
@Priosners: The Gorn?  HHHMMM. Ok Tell me more.

CMO_Khora says:
::offers a Klingon smile, which just doesn't look right::

CEO_McAndrews says:
::goes over to a panel and runs a level 5 diagnostic on all systems::

TO_Lori says:
::sighs as the signal comes to a stop::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: however, I am detecting several metallic hulls...all with active power signatures

Host Colter says:
@CTO: You've never seen them eat..have you.  They like their food raw.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::feels the hypo and get a powerful jolt of energy:: CMO: Wow!!! What was that?

CMO_Khora says:
EO: Theratone. 

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: No I haven't.  So do the Kiligons.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO, TO:  Track those...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::remembers his days when he had something similar to that::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: I've seen them tear a man apart...

TO_Lori says:
::Nods, and scans the area and the hulls::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scans power signatures::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Just so they can eat his heart.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: Thanks Doc! Still a bit sore but I feel great!

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners:Now why didn't you contact Starfleet?

CMO_Khora says:
::nods::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Eta to last reported senors scan is 12 minutes. sir.

CMO_Khora says:
::returns the hypospray to the trolley:: EO: report back tomorrow for your check up, Mark, ok?

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, i'm picking up energy readings consistent with an Ambassador and Excelsior class Starship

Host Colter says:
@CTO: We are a 'happy' member of the Gorn Confederation.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Federation...?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CMO: ::gets off the bio-bed:: Thanks I will! ::heads out to ENG::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scans to confirm readings::  CO: readings confirmed

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Now why do you want to steal our ships to fight the Gorn then if your part of their confederation?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Eta to last position of thecraft is five minutes. Sir.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Yes sir, but i'm picking up some odd configurations and other oddities

Host Colter says:
@::looks disgusted::We don't want to be a part of the Confederation.  My grandfathers did not leave Earth to be slaves!

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::enters main engineering after a short ride in the TL::

Host CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Federation ships in Gorn space...?

CEO_McAndrews says:
::sees the EO::EO:You okay.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: coming out of warp.  Sir.

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Thank you, Miss Hewitt...

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Well we have procedures to go through.  Now if you would like I will speak to my CO about this problem and have StarFleet check into it.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Yes Sir. Actually that Klingon doctor is pretty effective.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Slowing to 1/2 impulse. Sir.

TO_Lori says:
::Scans the area and watches the ships::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Fill me in Sir. Any damages?

Host Colter says:
@::shakes his head::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Check out the registry of those ships... see if they are from the salvage yard...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scanning::  CO:  my scans show that there is a high probability that these are ships from the salvage yard

CMO_Khora says:
::taps his comm badge::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:All the are pretty much fixed here I don't know about the rest of the ship.

CMO_Khora says:
*CO*: Sir, are you busy?

CTO-James says:
@::Walks over to a com panel:: COM *Huron*: Captain.  When you return I will need to speak to you.

Host Colter says:
<ACTION>As Huron moves into the system, a drydock appears on screen.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Nothing definite, but odd bits and pieces match readings from the salvage yard.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Aye sir  ::Scans the ships and links with the computers, receiving the registery numbers, and tries to match them from record::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: There appears a drydock.sir.

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  I would imagine they have a pretty good salvage operation here...

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: Ok.  Now if you will give me your name this will go much simpler for me ok.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, all the ships match as decommisioned ships.

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Note the position for the logs...

FCO-Mara says:
::nods in agreement::

Host Colter says:
<ACTION> A half assembled ship rests in the drydock's cradle.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Notes positions for logs.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Work with tactical, I want to know what the capabilities of those two ships are...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  There is a ship in the drydock,,,appears to be half-way towards being restored.

Host Colter says:
<ACTION> A pair of "ships" begin to move.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: ye, sir

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Open hailing frequencies...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: If you want to return on the bridge I'll take care of things down here.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, two of the ships are engaging engines.

TO_Lori says:
::opens frequencies:: CO: Open sir

CTO-James says:
@Prisoners: So what are your names?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Confirmed sir.....two ships on the move...one  appears to be mostly Excelsior class, but with Galaxy class modifications

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:I think that we both are going to have be here for some odd reason.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Odd Sir?

Host CO_Braun says:
COM: Ships:  This is Captain Braun of the USS Huron... you have stolen property of the Federation...

Host Colter says:
@CTO: My name is Colter.

TO_Lori says:
CO: And the other is Ambassador Class with odd modifications as well.

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:I don't the fighting is over.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  The other ship is apparently Ambassador class...with odd nacelles on top.

Host CO_Braun says:
COM: Ships: Stand down and prepare to be boarded...

Host CO_Braun says:
:: cuts channel ::

Host Colter says:
COM:Huron::a young woman's face fills the screen::Federation ship. Leave this area at once.

CTO-James says:
@Colter: Thank you.  Now is there any more of your crew in the ship yards that I should be aware of?

Host CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Does anyone here think they will give up without a fight...

Host Colter says:
@::looks disgusted::

CTO-James says:
@Colter: And how many?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: No sir..not from the evidence at the salvage yard

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: In that case, why don't I make a round of our transporters and check if they are functioning properly.

TO_Lori says:
::Scans the ships Shields and Weapons capabilities::

CTO-James says:
@Colter: I don't want more blood shed going on so if you will help me I can help you.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
:: scans for weapons/shield capabilities::

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Please check them we may need them in case they malfunction.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO, TO:  Report...

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, two ships just entered long range sensors, from Gorn Space

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Sir...they appear to have standarad armaments accordsing to their class

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Identify...?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Will report to you my progress. ::leaves ENG and enters TL::

TO_Lori says:
::Scans the incoming ships::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Help me fight the lizards!

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
TL: Deck 5.

CMO_Khora says:
::exits sickbay, leaving instructions with Nurse Kim to replace the contents of the trolley, and moves towards the TL::

CTO-James says:
@Colter: I'm here to help you.  So please help me in stoping the blood shed.  And I will see what StarFleet will do.

CMO_Khora says:
::enters TL::

CMO_Khora says:
TL: Bridge.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Gorn Ships sir, with all the metallic debris, it's hard to make out from this distance, but I think warships.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  ETA on the incoming ships...?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: The ships are at full power with shields and weapons fully powered

CEO_McAndrews says:
::checks the plasma conduit to make sure its functioning::

Host Colter says:
@CTO: Helps us fight! That's what you can do! ::moves toward the forcefield::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::exits on Deck 5 and starts is TR rounds::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Tell the Gorn that we are currently retrieving stolen property.

TO_Lori says:
CO: They'll enter system in 5 minutes, sir.

CTO-James says:
@Colter: I will help, but you must understand that I need to know how many of you are in the ship yard.  And who they are.

CMO_Khora says:
::exits TL and stands at science station2, out of the way, watching the viewscreen::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:... and while we are grateful for their assistance it is not necessary...

Host Colter says:
COM:Huron:::a raspy voice fills the speakers::Federation ship::heavy breath sounds::Why have you invaded Gorn space?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: Transporter rooms 2, 3 and 4 check out. Entering TR 1.

TO_Lori says:
COM: Gorn Ship: We are currently retreiving stolen property, once we retrive it, we will leave system.

CEO_McAndrews says:
*EO*:All responding Mr.Hewitt?

Host Colter says:
COM:Huron: Why are there three Federation vessels in our territory?

Bo has joined the conversation.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Sir, we are nose to nose with the reneagde ships.....recommend we take some action

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  What are the capabilities of the Gorn ships...?

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: That an affirmative Sir.

CTO-James says:
@Colter: So whats it going to be?  The Federation helping you or the Gorn slaughtering you?

TO_Lori says:
COM: Gorn Ship: The other two are the stolen property, we are here to retrieve them.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  And caught in the vice grips of renegades and Gorn...

Host Colter says:
COM:Huron::more heavy breath sounds:: You are aiding the terrorists.  Leave our space or prepare to be destroyed.

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Keep those shields up and ready all weapons... I don't think we have a friend here...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: I'm reading somekind of problem with TR 1.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  the Gorn ships are heavily armed..we are no match...if they chose to come against us as well, recommend a strategic retreat so we can notify Starfleet

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  If we are no match, then the Excelsior and Ambassador are no match...

CEO_McAndrews says:
*EO*:Do you know what the problem is.

TO_Lori says:
::Ready's weapons, and monitors shields::  COM: Gorn Ship: We are not aiding the terrorists, we are here to retrieve our property from them, if you will kindly allow  us to do so, we will leave your space.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: aye, sir

TO_Lori says:
::looks at sensors and mutes COM:: CO: Sir, the two ships are moving away

CTO-James says:
@::Awaits paticenly for answer from Mr. Colter::

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Open a com channel to renegades...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO: we must determine the Gorn's intentions

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: Hewitt is my cousin's name, and I still hate it and Tom as well.

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, the Gorn are requesting Visual COM

Host Colter says:
<ACTION>The terrorist hulls begin to move off as the Gorn ships approach.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: Heard he was onboard recently!

CEO_McAndrews says:
*EO*:Sorry Mr.Holloway.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  sir the reneagdes are leaving....::scans to keep good tack on them::

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: Guess I missed him.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Track the renegades...

Host CO_Braun says:
TO:  Put the Gorn on screen...

Host Colter says:
<ACTION>::the human crewmen cringe involuntarily as the small, primitive part of their brains reacts to the sight of a large lizard::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  aye, sir....scanning as we speak

FCO-Mara says:
CO: The CTO would like to speak to you when you get back to drydock, .Sir.
TO_Lori says:
::Nods and unmutes the COM and puts the Gorn on main viewer::

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Noted...

Host Colter says:
<ACTION> The hulls move off at high warp into Gorn space.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::notices with curiosity the reaction of the human crewmen::

CTO-James says:
@SEC: Notify me when he wants to answer the question about the help.

CMO_Khora says:
::blinks, as this is the first time he has seen a Gorn ship::

TO_Lori says:
::Shudders slightly as the Gorn appear on screen::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO-James says:
@<SEC>Yes sir.

Host CO_Braun says:
COM: Gorn:  Are you aiding in the theft of Starfleet property...?  :: sternly ::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Sir,  the renegades are headed deeper into Gorn space.

Host Colter says:
COM:HURON: We will lodge a complaint with your government.

FCO-Mara says:
*CTO*: Co noted your request.

CTO-James says:
@::Leaves the brig to return to command station::

TO_Lori says:
::Lets CSO track the renegades, and turns attention to weapons and shields, and watches the Gorn ships closely::

Host Colter says:
<ACTION> The Gorn ships warp off in pursuit of the hulls.

TO_Lori says:
CO: They are pursuiting the renegades, sir

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:   Sir, the Gorn ships have moved to pursue the renegades

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
*CEO*: Could you join me in TR1 on deck5. It looks weird and bad.

CTO-James says:
@::Enters the TL:: Computer: Command station.

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  What about the status of the drydock...?

CTO-James says:
@::Arrives at the command station and exits the TL::

CEO_McAndrews says:
*EO*:Be there in a second .

CMO_Khora says:
::moves to TL and enters::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:   Sir, I recommend we allow the Gorn to handle the situation at the moment ...rather than risk the already shaky relations with the Gorn Gov't.

CTO-James says:
@::notices a console is blinking with a message from the Huron::

CMO_Khora says:
TL: sickbay.

CEO_McAndrews says:
::heads towards the TR1::

TO_Lori says:
::Tracks the Gorn Ships and the Renegades::

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
::scans drydock::  CO:  sir there are no lifesigns....half restored hull is still in place

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
::notices CEO coming in::

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  I don't like having things stolen from us... anything we can secure from the drydock...

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:What is it Mr.Holloway.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: What your idea on the pattern buffers?

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  aye, sir...we can tractor the hull out of drydock and take it with us.

CTO-James says:
@::Begins to read logs of the drydock::

TO_Lori says:
CO: Sir, the Gorn Ships are closing on the renegades

Host CO_Braun says:
:: thinks for a moment ::

TO_Lori says:
CO: I've lost the Gorn and Renegades, sir

Host CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Let's leave it for now...

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Think it just a circuit to replace.

Host CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Make way for the salvage yard...

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
co: Aye sir

CEO_McAndrews says:
EO:Could be something in the sequencing.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Ens_Vor`raq says:
CO:  Recommend we head back to salvage yard to retrieve our away team

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Making way to salvage yard warp two.Sir.

EO_Mark_Holloway says:
CEO: Yes.

Host Colter says:
**********End Game**********



